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you are concerned that your dog might have hyperkinesis, I suggest 
consulting a veterinarian as there are treatments that can help. 

Hyperactivity is one of the most common behaviour issues I see 
in dogs. While it is a behaviour of degrees, I consider a dog to be 
hyperactive when it is exhibiting some of the following behaviours: 

 pulling on the lead excessively, where checking or pulling back 
does nothing to interrupt the behaviour 

 rushing up to other dogs and people
 jumping up on people
 seeming to be unable to sit still
 being over-excitable
 difficult to control and hard to train
 barking or yelping excessively
 constantly engaging in attention-seeking behaviours
 being destructive
 running in circles
 behaving obsessively.

If this sounds like your dog, you’ve come to the right place! 

Why does hyperactivity occur? 

Hyperactivity comes about as a result of a dog’s natural play and 
soliciting behaviours, which evolved in ancestral wolves as an expression 
of each animal’s desire to interact physically with its pack. The wolf ’s 
playful physical interactions and affiliative group behaviours stimulate 
the release of the bonding hormones oxytocin, vasopressin, serotonin 
and dopamine. These shape and reward amicable behaviours, and help 
build love, trust, co-operation and loyalty within the pack. Excessive 
behaviour is not tolerated by older dogs or wolves, so would have been 
nipped in the bud very quickly by muzzle-grabbing and standing over. 
Ancestral pariah or village dogs also show a high level of play and 
affiliative behaviours.

However, as humans and dogs have evolved together throughout the 
ages, the juvenilisation of the dog has increased the frequency of play 
compared with wolves. Both this and selective breeding for neotony 
(puppy-like traits) has increased the predisposition to hyperactivity. 

This has meant that a dog’s natural and healthy play and soliciting 
behaviours can at times go overboard. Also, our love for dogs can result 
in us unintentionally rewarding them for their hyperactive tendencies, 
and so exacerbating these.

An obvious sign of hyperactivity is when your dog jumps all over you 
as you enter the house. Wolf pups greet pack members coming back 
from a hunt in this way, by pawing, jumping up and licking their jowls 
to stimulate the elder to regurgitate its food. Wolves also show similar 
behaviour preceding the hunt: it gets them excited and encourages co-
operation. These behaviours serve a useful purpose — they prevent 
pups from being forgotten after a hunt and left to starve, and helps 
bond the pack together. Later, proto-dogs and pariah dogs redirected 
this behaviour toward humans. However, without the natural ability to 
correct this behaviour as wolves and wild dogs do, it can get out of hand. 

Hyperactive dogs show the same excited behaviours when they are 
going out (e.g. for a walk) or greeting you when you return home. If you 
were on all fours like a dog, your dog would be licking your jowls, but as 
your mouth is up high, your dog has to jump on you to try to get to them. 

Those are the natural origins and purpose of your excitable pup’s 
welcome; now let’s go through some of the factors that influence 
why hyperactivity continues to occur in dogs that live with us in our 
human world and how we can make it worse.

Rewarding hyperactivity

We often accidentally reward and encourage hyperactive behaviours 
on a daily basis. Some ways you may be doing this are:

 by talking to or handling your dog when it behaves hyperactively 
 by over-stimulating your dog when you come home with your own 

excitement at seeing her
 by giving your dog the outcome she desires when she’s acting 

hyperactively, such as letting her out the door or off-lead (a natural 
reinforcer)

 by turning hyperactive tendencies into a game (if you want to play 
games with your hyperactive dog, make sure it is a clearly defined 
activity, so give the beginning and end of play a clear signal, and a 
dedicated toy that denotes that this is ‘play’).
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A research wolf 
jumping up to jowl lick 
and test me a little… 
Notice my eyes ‘off’ 

and I’m relaxed. 

Charlie day one, 
airborne as usual.

For example, if you lavish your dog with attention when you arrive 
home at the end of the day even if he has been jumping on you, you 
are giving him a highly positive reward for hyperactive behaviour. Or, 
if your dog pulls boisterously on the lead and you let him off, then you 
have rewarded the pulling, and the behaviour will continue. 

Hyperactivity is a soliciting and affiliative behaviour: your dog 
is trying to solicit a reward from you, whether that be some of your 
attention, hearing your voice, feeling your touch, getting a treat or 
being let off a lead. We want to shape and reward calm, loving and 
affiliative behaviours, not high-energy hyperactive ones.

Contributing factors

LeARnIng stAte (oR LAcK theReoF)
When dogs are in hyper-arousal, they are physiologically in a non-
learning state and are unable to learn, so any attempts to modify 
their undesirable behaviour may be falling short. To train dogs out of 
hyperactive behaviour, we need to first switch them into a learning state. 

stIMULAtIng envIRonMent
Dogs’ hyperactive tendencies can be exacerbated by an excessively 
stimulating environment. For example, highly active and playful 
children can increase a dog’s level of hyperactivity.

BReeD AnD genetIcs
Some dogs are more genetically predisposed to hyperactivity, due to 
being selected by humans for high-arousal activities such as hunting 
and herding. Understanding the make-up (original purpose) of your 
dog’s breed will help you understand why they are hyperactive, and 
how we can modify these issues.

CHARLIE
Charlie, for example, is a Springer Spaniel–Border Collie cross, both 
working breeds that were selectively bred for high levels of work and 
energy. The Border Collie is traditionally a heading or gathering dog 
that might run 100 kilometres per day on a farm, while the Springer 
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Spaniel is a bird dog and similarly runs and hunts all day in a 
traditional context. This makes Charlie predisposed to over-activity, 
and when he doesn’t have an outlet for his high energy, it’s not 
surprising we see undesirable hyperactive behaviours. Both breeds 
are sociable by nature, which accounts for the soliciting behaviours, 
such as jumping up, that Charlie is prone to, and they’re also both 
highly distracted and influenced by fast-moving stimuli, such as 
stock, vehicles, birds or kids. All these behaviours could have been 
modified or redirected in the formative period. 

Treating hyperactivity 

Hyperactivity is normally quite treatable and is, if anything, an indica-
tion that your dog is too friendly. However, some hyperactive dogs can 
also be aggressive. Careful training and understanding can resolve 
most issues associated with hyperactivity, and as this is primarily a 
juvenile issue in the wild, maturity often helps, too. 

eXeRcIse AnD stIMULAtIon
Make sure your dog is getting an appropriate level of exercise, play and 
mental stimulation. Understanding which breeds are combining to 
contribute to your dog’s genetics will help you make generalisations 
about how much exercise and stimulation he’ll need, but as a general 
rule most dogs require at least 30–60 minutes of exercise and play per 
day (dogs like Charlie will need at least two sessions). Your dog should 
have slowed down and be content to relax once you’ve returned home 
after some exercise. 

Try to give your dog a combination of aerobic exercise and exercise 
that is mentally and physically stimulating: chasing a ball, exploring a 
walking trail with new scents, engaging in a game, etc.

CHARLIE
Charlie loves water, and instinctively has a high hunting drive, so we 
took him for lots of swims and taught him how to play ‘fetch’ to satisfy 
his prey drive. Agility and other competitive activities can be great for 

high-energy dogs, too. Charlie went on to be a film dog as well, so he 
has a repertoire of behaviours he can rehearse and undertake.

There is a fine line between excitable play and hyperactivity: watch that 
you don’t cross that line. You need to be in control of any play activity 
and be able to turn it off when desired. If you can’t, it has crossed over 
to hyperactivity and you will be rewarding the wrong behaviours. 

It helps to have a ready supply of toys you can leave with your dog 
for entertainment when you’re not home: a rubber toy stuffed with dog 
roll works well, as the delicious-smelling food inside holds the dog’s 
attention and keeps him entertained for hours! Take care if you have 
left multiple dogs with toys when you are not home.

Training techniques

1. sWItch yoUR Dog Into A LeARnIng stAte
Many hyperactive dogs are prone to distraction and constantly revert 
to an overly aroused non-learning state, with no capacity for effective 
training. Therefore, to calm a dog with hyperactivity, it’s critical to get 
him into a learning state so he’s focused on you and training.

To do this, set your dog up on a clip station and arm yourself with 
a clicker and a pouch filled with high-value food treats. Set up three or 
four clip stations around your place so that you have a variety of calm 
places for your dog. A clip station can be used as a place for time-out for 
your dog where he can settle and relax. 

Once you are ready, begin by rewarding quiet and calm behaviour, 
as well as your dog having four feet on the ground. Never reward 
pawing, jumping up or vocalising. Remember that a reward includes 
any touching of your dog or speaking to him, and eye contact as well 
as traditional pats and food treats. 

I normally start by delivering food rewards to the ground and try to 
work up to ‘down’, ‘wait’ and ‘on your mat’ commands that encourage 
quiet responses. You don’t want your dog to go get the food reward and 
break his calm behaviour, so ensure food is delivered within easy reach. 
Deliver food rewards to the ground initially, as you want your dog to 
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stay down and your food reward reinforces that. As your dog gets more 
consistent with four feet on the ground, you can start delivering the 
food reward from your hand, so your dog can learn to bring his attention 
to you while at the same time having four feet on the ground (learning 
he doesn’t need to jump up to get your attention). If you find rewarding 
from your hand has started your dog jumping up again, then go back to 
delivering on the ground until the behaviour is better established. 

Click and reward for calm behaviours. Once your dog is settled, 
the final reward is being released calmly onto a lead and doing some 
Joining Up. When your dog is settled, you can release him.

Examples
 If your dog is jumping up, when all four paws come back down to 

the ground, immediately click and reward as they hit the ground. 
Deliver the reward to the ground in front of the dog. Do this every 
time your dog’s paws return to the ground. This teaches your dog 
it’s good to have her feet down, which discourages jumping up. 
You can reward other calm behaviours on the ground, too.

 Click and reward your dog whenever she’s not barking, jumping 
on or pawing you. 

 Repeat this clicking and rewarding as often as desirable behaviour 
is present. You can’t do it too often! Spread it through the day, with 
time-out on the clip station, too.

If you cannot get your dog to settle at the clip station, you may find it 
easier to start with a moving on-lead Joining Up. The same training 
techniques and principles apply: you will still click and reward for four 
feet on the ground and no vocalising — it’s just that you’ll be moving 
rather than stationary. Some people find their dogs respond to this 
more easily at first.

Once your dog is focusing on the food lures and responding to the 
clicker, she will quickly go into a learning state. (Watch for the signs: 
pupils shrinking down, calm demeanour, more calmly taking treats.)

2. teAch the cALMIng coMMAnDs
Next teach commands that will help establish ongoing calm behaviour: 
‘sit’, ‘down’ and ‘Zen down’. The Zen down is particularly great for 
pacifying a hyperactive dog, as it relaxes the dorsal muscles, switches 

on the vagus nerve and induces a state of calm. This training should 
be done while your dog remains on the clip station; you can find a 
breakdown of the steps involved in the Basic Commands chapter.

Once you’ve mastered all three commands, go through them during 
your training session. When your dog has held Zen down for a while, 
throw a food reward elsewhere so that he stands back up to reach it, 
then go back through ‘sit’, ‘down’ and ‘Zen down’ again. With each 
rotation, see if you can keep your dog in ‘Zen down’ for a little longer 
by continuing to click and throw treats between your dog’s legs. 

Each training session shouldn’t last longer than 10–15 minutes, so 
that you’re able to hold your dog’s focus for the entire duration. To get 
the best results, have two or three training sessions like this every day, 
in the initial stages. 

3. on-LeAD JoInIng UP
This training technique helps attune your dog’s focus to you, estab-
lishing you as a mentor and encouraging your dog to look to you for 
direction and guidance. It’s a great tool for a hyperactive dog, as it 
means you’ll have control in situations that might usually lead to your 
dog getting over-excited and behaving inappropriately. 

Refer to the Joining Up chapter to practise this technique with your 
dog. If your dog tries to jump up or paw at you during the session, give 
an ‘off ’ command, and click and reward four feet on the ground. Keep 
moving; you do not want to stop and let your dog jump all over you. If 
he persists, give him a ‘no’ command. Click and reward four feet on the 
ground. If he persists, use your ‘no’ and an effective check, click and 
rewarding him for staying on the ground once he complies.

During these training sessions, continue to practise ‘sit’, ‘down’ and 
‘Zen down’ at regular intervals. Be clear that no jumping up and pawing 
is allowed in the session. Try to finish with success. Do not finish a 
session with jumping up for reward and praise; finish with a calm sit. 

Hyperactive dogs are prone to distraction, so once your dog has 
settled a bit, place a food lure in your hand and put it up to your eye-
level to get your dog looking in your direction at intervals as well. 
You are trying to get contact with your dog without getting him too 
hyperactive. Intermittent periods of play with a ball or toy are great, 
but finish them with calm behaviour.
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Teach good 

disciplines. Don’t 
let your dog push 

ahead first.

4. the UMBILIcAL PhAse
The umbilical technique is very powerful for a hyperactive dog, as 
your dog needs to learn to be in your personal space calmly and follow 
you as you go about your daily life. Refer to the Joining Up section for 
information on how to execute this technique.

Whenever you stop moving with your dog on the umbilical, ask 
for a sit and reward your dog for stopping when you stop. If you stay 
in one place for a time, go through your ‘sit’, ‘down’ and ‘Zen down’ 
commands, concentrating on a ‘Zen down’. We want this to become 
an automatic response whenever you stop. Be cons cious if you have 
any physical limitations that your dog doesn’t knock you over or pull 
you over: a risk with a hyperactive dog. 

5. teAch DIscRIMInAtIon — the ‘LeAve It’ coMMAnD
Teaching the ‘leave it’ command is a good way to teach your dog to 
discriminate between appropriate behaviour and inappropriate beha-
viour, which is whatever we deem it to be. We want our dogs to know 
when we allow something, and when we don’t allow something, as this 
gives us the ability to direct our dogs to understand conventions in 
the human world. This is especially important for hyperactive dogs, 
which are more likely to go off on their own tangents with little regard 
for what their human is saying! For example, if your hyperactive dog is 
about to rush off and jump all over another dog, you can use the ‘leave 
it’ command to tell your dog that it’s not okay to do that, then recall her 
and put her on the lead for the meet and greet (dog handshake). Learn 
how to teach ‘leave it’ in the Basic Commands chapter. 

6. DeveLoP gooD DIscIPLInes
These are the basics you should remember and carry with you as you 
interact with your dog throughout the day — it’s these that will ensure 
your training sessions are effective, and remain effective! 

Teach ‘settle’
Once you feel confident that your dog has a better idea of what 
appropriate behaviour is, work in a ‘settle’ command so you can cue 
your dog to calm down when he’s starting to get hyped-up. I tell dogs 
to ‘settle’ in a neutral tone when they’re starting to get hyperactive, 
then click and reward them for becoming more still. If they persist, 

Ask for a ‘sit’ and 
click and reward.


